CIVICA as a ten-member alliance

1. Bocconi University
   - Milan · Private
   - Students: 14,716
   - PhDs & postdocs: 242
   - Academic staff: 2,394
   - Admin staff: 663
   - Degree levels: BSc · MSc/MA · PhD

2. Central European University
   - Vienna · Private
   - Students: 984
   - PhDs & postdocs: 482
   - Academic staff: 312
   - Admin staff: 488
   - Degree levels: BA · MA · PhD

3. European University Institute
   - Florence · Intergovernmental
   - Students: 81
   - PhDs & postdocs: 663
   - Academic staff: 322
   - Admin staff: 269
   - Degree levels: MA · LLM · PhD

4. Hertie School
   - Berlin · Private
   - Students: 762
   - PhDs & postdocs: 103
   - Academic staff: 146
   - Admin staff: 141
   - Degree levels: MA · PhD

5. IE University
   - Madrid, Segovia · Private
   - Students: 8,000
   - PhDs & postdocs: 108
   - Academic staff: 1,864
   - Admin staff: 1,210
   - Degree levels: BA · MA · PhD

6. National University of Political Studies and Public Administration
   - Bucharest · Public
   - Students: 6,536
   - PhDs & postdocs: 336
   - Academic staff: 387
   - Admin staff: 244
   - Degree levels: BA · MA · PhD

7. Sciences Po
   - Paris · Public / Private
   - Students: 14,295
   - PhDs & postdocs: 398
   - Academic staff: 5,037
   - Admin staff: 1,173
   - Degree levels: BA · MA · PhD

8. SGH Warsaw School of Economics
   - Warsaw · Public
   - Students: 9,717
   - PhDs & postdocs: 320
   - Academic staff: 864
   - Admin staff: 551
   - Degree levels: BA · MA/MBA · PhD

9. Stockholm School of Economics
   - Stockholm · Private
   - Students: 1,835
   - PhDs & postdocs: 139
   - Academic staff: 152
   - Admin staff: 147
   - Degree levels: BSc · MSc · PhD

10. The London School of Economics and Political Science
    - London · Public
    - Students: 11,132
    - PhDs & postdocs: 709
    - Academic staff: 1,436
    - Admin staff: 2,227
    - Degree levels: BA · MA · PhD

Students, PhDs and postdocs: 72,000
Academic staff: 13,000
Administrative staff: 7,000
Research institutes: 168
Teaching languages: EN · DE · ESP · FR · IT · POL · RO